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Environment variables are a fucking mistake and this is 
a hill I will die on.
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In point of fact I did die on this hill today, it's zombie reid from here on out
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Oh and java properties files are literally the same thing and can also go die
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Look, I've twiddled all of these professionally at hyperscale. It's not that it 
can't be done, it's just that it takes inordinate effort and is easy to make a 
mess with so please consider more structured alternatives
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The only thing environment variables are GOOD AT is GETTING SMEARED 
EVERYWHERE which makes tracing and managing dataflow extremely 
difficult, and that's the entire job of config management it turns out.
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· Jan 20Reid @arrdem
The problem with env vars is that everything in a process stack gets to have 
OPINIONS BRO about what part(s) of the environment get passed through to
subprocesses or gets stomped on. Config files all the way is my personal 
pref, but scheduler environments make that onerous.
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